ecology and environment, inc.
International Specialists in the Environment
720 Third Avenue, Suite 1700
Seattle, Washington 98104
Tel: (206) 624-9537, Fax: (206) 621-9832

October 28, 2009
Matthew Carr, On-Scene Coordinator
United States Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Sixth Avenue, Mail Stop ECL-116
Seattle, Washington 98101
Re:

Contract Number: EP-S7-06-02
Technical Direction Document Number 08-07-0007
Matanuska Town Site Trip Report

Dear Mr. Carr:
Enclosed please find the final Trip Report for the Matanuska Town Site, which is located in Eklutna/
Palmer, Alaska. If you have any questions regarding this submittal, please call James Heaster at (907)
257-5000 ext. 3303 or me at (206) 920-1739.
Sincerely,
ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT, INC.

Steven G. Hall
START-3 Project Leader
cc:

James Heaster, START-3 Project Manager, Ecology & Environment Inc., Anchorage, Alaska
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TRIP REPORT
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This trip report summarizes United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) removal assessment
activities performed in August and September 2008 to assess the extent and potential hazards posed by
waste materials present on multiple properties in the Matanuska Town Site subdivision. The site is
located in Palmer, Alaska. EPA tasked Ecology & Environment, Inc., (E & E), under Superfund
Technical Assessment and Response Team (START)-3 contract number EP-S7-06-02, Technical
Direction Document (TDD) number 08-07-0007, to perform the removal assessment. Site reconnaissance
activities were conducted August 27, 2008, and confirmed the presence of waste materials on multiple
properties within the subdivision. The site reconnaissance information was used to determine the scope
of subsequent removal assessment activities performed in September 2008. Two samples of building
materials also were collected for off-site analysis for asbestos. One subsequent reconnaissance was
conducted on May 15, 2009, to further assess the containers present on the Poirier’s property, an
assessment which was not possible at the time of the September field work because access had not been
granted to enter the property.
On September 12, 2008, a field team consisting of EPA and START personnel conducted removal
assessment activities to include the collection of samples from a subset of containers observed on the site.
Samples were collected from drums believed to have materials which posed a risk to human health or the
environment if not properly contained and disposed off site. Samples were collected from four 55-gallon
drums, two transformer shells, one small metal container, and one pile of granular materials. Samples
were field screened on site using field test kits or hazard categorization methods.
Laboratory data indicates that the two building material samples do not contain asbestos. Consequently
these materials can be disposed as solid wastes. Field screening data for product samples collected from
drums and other containers present at the site indicate the presence of oil and other hazardous substances,
such as solvents. Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) were not detected above Toxic Substances Control
Act (TSCA) screening levels in the sample collected from a transformer shell located at the site. Two
drums marked solvents may require special disposal; additional laboratory analysis is needed to
characterize the products in these drums for disposal.
1. PLACE VISITED
The Matanuska Town Site consists of numerous parcels located in the Matanuska Town Site subdivision
south of Palmer, Alaska. The location of the site is shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 provides an aerial view
of the site. The parcels of interest where debris appears to be deposited are owned by the following
entities:







Matanuska-Susitna Borough (Mat-Su Borough)
Eklutna, Inc. (Eklutna)
Estate of Gerald Poirier
McGee
Barnes
Martin
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Table 1 provides known contact information for each property owner.
Table 1. Property Owner Information
Matanuska Town Site Removal Assessment
Palmer, Alaska
Parcel Nos.
Owner
Contact Information
Block 4, Lot 15
Eklutna
16515 Centerfield Driver, Suite 201
Block 2, Lots 11, 12, 13, 15, 16
Eagle River, AK 99577
Ph. 907.696.2828
ATTN: Jim Arnesen
Block 4, Lots 1,2, 13, 14
Gerald Poirier Estate
PO Box 1811
(c/o Ms. Wanda Poirier)
Palmer, AK 99645
Ph. 907.745.2462
Cell 907.745.2240
Block 4, Lots 4, 5
Mat-Su Borough
350 E. Dehlia Avenue
Block 2, Lots 8, 14
Palmer, AK 99645-6488
Block 6, Lot 6
Ph. 907.745.9562
Road Right-of-Ways
ATTN. Pamela Ness, Code Compliance
Block 2, Lots 6, 7, 9, 10
Bonnie L. McGee
4812 Sundi Drive
Anchorage, AK 99502
Ph. 907.343.6897 (Marty McGee)
Block 3, Lots 15, 16
Anne M. Barnes
2416 Clements Drive
Anchorage, AK 99515
Block 4, Lot 3
Carl Martin
4812 Sundi
Anchorage, AK 99502
Ph. (unknown)
Note: The above information is from Matanuska Borough Platting Division files.
2. PURPOSE
The site was visited by EPA and START representatives on August 27, 2008, September 9, 2008,
September 12, 2008, and May 15, 2009, for the purpose of conducting removal assessment activities. The
following paragraphs describe the scope of each visit, and details about the personnel involved in each are
provided in Section 3.
August 27, 2008: EPA and START conducted a visual reconnaissance of the site and met with property
owners to discuss potential removal assessment actions. Samples of potential asbestos-containing
materials were also collected for offsite laboratory analysis.
September 9, 2008: START visited the site to hand-deliver access agreement documents to Wanda
Poirier.
September 12, 2008: EPA and START conducted removal assessment activities on a subset of waste
containers to assess potential hazards posed by the materials. Activities included sample collection and
field screening analysis.
May 15, 2009: START conducted further reconnaissance activities at the request of EPA, after getting
permission from Wanda Poirier to enter the property.
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More detailed information regarding the site visits is included in Section 5.
3. PERSONS INVOLVED
The following personnel were involved in each of the trips:
August 27, 2008: Matthew Carr, On-Scene Coordinator (OSC), EPA Region 10, Alaska Operations
Office; and Michele Sherwood, START Contractor (E & E), Anchorage, Alaska.
September 9, 2008: Michele Sherwood and James Heaster, START Contractor (E & E), Anchorage,
Alaska.
September 12, 2008: Matthew Carr (OSC), On-Scene Coordinator, EPA Region 10, Alaska Operations
Office; and Michele Sherwood, James Heaster, and Liza Sanden, START Contractor (E & E), Anchorage,
Alaska.
May 15, 2009: James Heaster, START Contractor (E & E), Anchorage, Alaska.
4. BACKGROUND
The site was referred to EPA by the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (Alaska DEC).
The Alaska DEC had conducted reconnaissance and waste consolidation activities at the site and
requested federal assistance to dispose of oil and hazardous substances found at the site. Their
investigation had focused on a number of waste containers and hazardous substances located on several
parcels in the Matanuska Town Site. The deceased property owner, Gerald Poirier, had been known to
acquire various materials for salvage. Previous Alaska DEC visits to the site had documented numerous
55-gallon drums and smaller containers of oils and other hazardous substances, insulating materials,
transformers, and miscellaneous metal debris and waste materials. The materials had been deposited both
on Poirier-owned parcels and on neighboring properties. Some drums were observed to be leaking
providing a potential threat to nearby surface water resources. The Matsu Borough Code Compliance
Division had also conducted previous cleanup operations at the site to remove inoperable vehicles from
the property.
5. ACTIVITIES
August 27, 2008: EPA and START representatives mobilized to the site to meet with interested
stakeholders and conduct site reconnaissance activities. Upon arrival at the site, EPA and START
representatives met with the following personnel:





Eklutna – Curtis J. McQueen, CEO; Peter J. Mulcahy, General Manager; and Jennifer Bailey.
Chilkat Environmental – Elijah Donat. Chilkat Environmental is a consultant to Eklutna, Inc.
Matsu Borough – Nancy Cameron, Land Management Agent.
Alaska DEC - Mark Sielaff, Environmental Specialist.

EPA discussed the purpose for the site reconnaissance and gave stakeholders an overview of EPA
authorities to conduct removal assessment activities. During the discussion, a neighbor of the Poirier’s
(Mr. Frank Shor) arrived on site. Mr. Shor provided background information on site activities during the
time that Gerald Poirier was alive and accumulating the waste containers and other materials on site.
Site reconnaissance activities were initially restricted to public right-of-way (R/W) areas and properties
owned by Eklutna and the Matsu Borough. During the reconnaissance, EPA and START did not enter
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Poirier-owned property because EPA was not granted access by the Poirier’s. Significant quantities of
solid waste were observed in both public R/Ws, the Poirier parcels, and on parcels owned by Eklutna and
the Matsu Borough. Waste materials included appliances, vehicles, drums, transformer shells, small
containers suspected of containing paint or other similar materials, insulation, and other items. During the
reconnaissance, the team met with Michael Poirier, the son of Gerald Poirier. Michael introduced the
EPA and START representatives to his mother, Wanda Poirier. EPA explained the purpose of the site
visit and requested verbal access to Poirier property to conduct site reconnaissance activities. Ms. Poirier
granted access to the Poirier property. Her son, Michael, accompanied EPA and START in most of the
remaining site reconnaissance. Michael granted access to the shop building located on Block 4, Lot 1.
No hazardous substance threats were noted during the visual inspection of this building.
Two different materials were noted during the site reconnaissance as having the potential to contain
asbestos. START collected representative samples of these materials for off-site analysis by White
Environmental Consultants, Inc. in Anchorage, Alaska. Samples were collected in new plastic re-sealable
bags. A sample alteration form was completed to document the addition of these samples to the sitespecific sampling plan. Figure 3 provides the approximate location of the sampled containers and
materials. The results are discussed in Section 6 of this report.
September 9, 2008: START representatives hand-delivered two copies of Consent for Access agreements
to Ms. Wanda Poirier for review and consideration. No other activities were performed.
September 12, 2008: A field team consisting of EPA and START personnel conducted removal
assessment activities to include the collection of samples from a subset of containers observed on the site
during the August 27 visit. Because EPA had not received access to Poirier property, sampling was
limited to areas previously inspected during the August 27 site reconnaissance and did not include any
drums or containers on Poirier property. Samples were collected from drums believed to contain materials
which could pose a risk to human health or the environment if not properly contained and disposed off
site. Samples were collected from four 55-gallon drums, two transformer shells, one small metal
container, and one pile of granular materials. Samples were field screened on site using field test kits or
hazard categorization methods. Figure 3 in Appendix A provides the approximate location of the sampled
containers and materials. Field screening results are presented in Section 6 of this report.
May 15, 2009: Mrs. Poirier granted property access to EPA and provided a copy of the written consent
form to START Contractor James Heaster. The Poirier property was not accessible at the time of the
previous activities because Mrs. Poirier had not given written consent. During the May 15 site
reconnaissance, START photographed various types of containers on the Poirier’s property, and the
photographs were given to OSC Carr and to Mark Sielaff of the ADEC.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The results of the asbestos analyses of the material samples confirm that the materials do not contain
asbestos. A copy of the analytical report is included in Appendix A.
Field screening data collected during the removal assessment on September 12, 2008, confirmed that
hazardous substances were present in some of the 55-gallon drums and small containers present at the
site. START has previously reported the results of the field screening and hazard categorization testing to
EPA in a memorandum dated September 16, 2008. A copy of this memorandum and the field testing
forms are provided in Attachment B. A table briefly summarizing hazard categorization activity finds is
provided below:
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Waste Stream
Petroleum based products
Solvents/ Flammable liquids
Halogen contamination
Heavy Metals
Non-Hazardous

Number & Types of Containers
2 X 55 gallon drums, 1 X 5 gal.
container
1X 55 gal drum, 1X 5gal.
container (upper phase)
1X 55gal. drums, 1 Transformer
1 uncontained pile of open air
deposit.
1X 55 gal. drum

Disposal Requirement
Hazardous (F or D coded waste)
Hazardous ( F coded waste)
Hazardous (D or U coded waste)
Hazardous
Non-Hazardous

The hazard categorization analysis yielded positive results for wastes requiring treatment and or special
disposal considerations. The wastes characterized during the September 12, 2008, field activity may
require transportation and disposal as RCRA hazardous wastes. Based on the field data obtained,
hazardous materials that may pose a risk to human health and the environment are present. Halogenated
compounds pose an elevated risk to ground water supplies.
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) were not detected above TSCA screening levels (50 parts per million)
in the sample collected from a transformer shell located at the site. The two drums containing solvents
may require special disposal; additional laboratory analysis is needed to characterize the products in these
drums for disposal.
The site reconnaissance visit conducted on May 15, 2009, revealed several containers labeled “AntiFreeze” and “Caustic, Aircraft Cleaning Solvent.” START noticed potential ground contamination of
antifreeze at the time.
On October 21, 2009, ADEC representative Mark Sielaff indicated that the following removal action was
performed at the Matanuska site, specifically from Poirier’s property. The contractor responsible for the
removal action was Emerald Alaska. As of April 23, 2009, 21 drums of oil or oil/water mixture had been
pumped out for a removal of a total of 1,026 gallons of product. ADEC representatives also indicated
that three drums of ice contaminated with glycol and/or oil and seven containers contaminated with glycol
or glycol/oil and ranging in size from 1-5 gallons were removed on the April 24. Additionally on April
24, 21 empty drums contaminated with oil residue, three drums of ice contaminated with oil and/or
antifreeze, and nine containers of oil ranging in size from 1-5 gallons were collectively removed from the
site. ADEC representatives also indicated that 15 drums were overpacked to prevent leakage and further
environmental contamination. As of October 21, 2009, ADEC has removed a total of 29 drums and nine
containers ranging in size from 1-5 gallons. The removal actions were conducted by Emerald Alaska, per
ADEC’s request, and the materials removed were taken for recycling or other reprocessing at Emerald
Alaska’s Anchorage facility. Remaining on the Poirier’s property are thirty-four 55-gallon drums and
one 5-gallon container of potentially RCRA hazardous waste. These remaining containers have been
placed on the flat bed truck located on the property, and they have been appropriately secured using
plastic shrink wrap and pallets while their final disposition is determined by ADEC.
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Ecology and Environment, Inc.
International Specialists in the Environment
840 K Street, Suite 100
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
Tel: (907) 257-5000, Fax: (907) 257-5007

September 16, 2008
Matthew Carr, Task Monitor
United States Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Sixth Avenue, Mail Stop ECL-112
Seattle, Washington 98101
Re:

Contract Number: EP-S7-06-02- E & E
Technical Direction Document Number: 08-07-0007
Matanuska Town Site, Palmer, Alaska; Summary of September 12, 2008 Field Hazard
Categorization Event

Dear Mr. Carr:
Attached please find the summary of the September 12 field work event for the Matanuska Town Site
which is located in Palmer, Alaska. This summary contains a synopsis of field screening results for
samples collected from unmarked and/or questionable containers within the right-of-way areas or on
Eklutna-owned parcels. This hazardous materials categorization field event was conducted by
Anchorage E & E START team members at the request of the US Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) in order to respond to questions from the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
(ADEC) and Eklutna Inc. (the Eklutna native corporation).
If you have any questions or comments regarding this submittal, please contact Ms. Michele Sherwood or
myself at (907) 257-5000.
Sincerely,

for
James D Heaster
Environmental Scientist/ Chemist
ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT, INC.

Cc:

Michele LS Sherwood/START-3 Project Manager

Summary of Actions, Assumptions and Recommendations
Matanuska Town site
Technical Direction Document Number: 08-07-0007
The following summary of effort for the Matanuska Town Site Removal Assessment is based on the
technical work described below. The summarized work is based on the request for classification of the
unmarked containers, or containers with unknown contents within the Matanuska Town Site right-of-ways,
and Eklutna properties by means of field hazard categorization analysis by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Task Monitor.
The Matanuska Town Site field work is planned for completion under potentially two field events, the first of
which is to be a field hazardous material identification action of materials on properties that EPA obtained
access to. This report summarizes the site assessment based on the field analysis of unknowns, and
conclusions/ recommendations regarding the contents of screened containers within the areas of sample
collection.

1.0 Summary of Analytical Results
During the course of the field activities the following items listed below were of significance to the analyst.
They are summarized here for quick reference in the absence of the actual haz-cat forms which are
attached to this document. Analyst recommendations based on the results will be summarized in the next
section.
1.1 Synopsis of Results by Container
This is a listing of all containers analyzed and the results of the analysis (most pertinent information only):
 Sample 08090006/TR02PR01- Analysis indicates a petroleum based oil product with
minimal particulate content. No PCBs were detected using a Dexil Clor-n-oil 50 kit.
 Sample 08090007WP01GM01- Special analysis (Haz-Cat™ MA-4) indicates a metal salt of
Cu2+, possible copper sulfate based algaecide or fungicide.
 Sample 08090005TR01PR01- Analysis indicates waste water with possible residual
halogen (Cl1-) contamination.
 Sample 08090004SM01PR01- Sample had two phases, a liquid phase and a solid/gel
phase. Analysis indicates a flammable petroleum based oily product; possibly with a carbon
skeleton based on a >C15 matrix. The solid phase showed possible halogens present, but was not
flammable or combustible.
 Sample 08090002DR02PR01- Analysis indicates a water reactive compound, with possible
halogens present. Material is combustible, and should be kept away from water based
compounds and acids.
 Sample 08090008DR04PR01- Analysis results indicate non-hazardous waste water in a
drum.
 Sample 08090001DR01PR01- Analysis results indicate a drum of waste motor oil.
 Sample 08090003DR03PR01- Analysis results indicate a flammable petroleum based
liquid, possibly with petroleum based solvents mixed in.

2.0 Analyst Recommendations
The results of the analysis of the liquids of sampled transformers do not indicate the presence of
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB’s). They can be disposed of in accordance with applicable Alaska State/
USEPA Federal laws regarding the disposal of petroleum based hazardous materials and applicable waste
water regulations. Two drums showed petroleum based materials and can be disposed of according to
applicable Alaska/ federal laws regarding the handling of petroleum-based waste. One drum was simply
waste water and could be disposed of according to applicable waste water regulations. The 55 gallon
drum of water reactive material appears to be a waste drum with a mix of different halogenated
compounds and waste solvents, and should be handled according to applicable state & federal regulations
regarding disposal of toxic/combustible/water reactive RCRA waste(s). The small, 5 gallon container with
two phases, showed the presence of halogens in the solid phase and a flammable liquid phase. It should
be disposed of according to appropriate laws regarding the disposal of halogenated, toxic, flammable
waste. The sample of copper sulfate was taken from an “open air” pile of bluish-green salt like material,
and should be containerized and disposed of as a marine pollutant, and/ or toxic material.

3.0 Disposition of Laboratory Generated Waste
All waste products generated by the sampling and haz-catting activities have been rendered nonhazardous through chemical neutralization, were appropriately destroyed (to prevent reuse) and stored in
standard house hold garbage bags. Those bags were taken off site with the START vehicles and can be
thrown in a non-hazardous materials disposal unit at the TM discretion.

4.0- Haz-Cat™ Forms
Below are all the hazard categorization forms filled out by the START chemist and scribe during the
analysis actions.

